A Quick Guide to
Making a "Quick Guide To" Video

A library of "on demand" videos to introduce topics around youth work practices is valuable for new staff, staff with limited time, and veteran staff looking for new inspiration.

Having content FOR youth workers, created BY youth workers generates relevant content that inspires others to learn more, practice new things, and continue to create high quality and equitable spaces for young people!

What to include

Each Quick Guide Video will be unique to you and your ideas, but here are some ideas to include as you structure your video:

- Introduce the topic and yourself
- Why it is important to you in your practice
- Key information & examples from your work
- Next steps or action items others can take

Tips

- Use slides or visuals that help capture attention
- Keep the presentation to less than 10 minutes
- Limit to key notes vs. lengthy descriptions
- Present however works best for you! You can use slides and ad lib it, use bulleted notes or script out the full presentation.
- Be yourself!

Resources

You have your own style and skillsets, but here are some go-to resources if you need them:

- "A Guide to" PPT template - can be edited in a variety of ways but provides a starting point.
- PPT "Record", Zoom, or other recording platform to make your recording
- Reach out for support! Jwiedow@ywcastpaul.org or Hue.schlieu@spps.org

To submit your video or for help in planning or recording, contact Jwiedow@ywcastpaul.org or Hue.schlieu@spps.org
Plan your "Quick Guide to" Video

- Topic Idea
- Why it is important?
- Key content, steps, notes, etc.
- What other resources could someone explore?
- Are there pictures, documents, or examples I can share?
- Is this good for a specific age group? Setting? Context? Could it be adapted?
- What supports do I need to take the next steps?
- other notes

We are here to help!
Jocelyn at jwiedow@ywcastpaul.org or
Hue at Hue.schlieu@spps.org